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THE MODERN DEFINITION OF A TRADE SECRET
Restatement Third Unfair Competition:
“A trade secret is any information that can be used in the
operation of a business or other enterprise and that is
sufficiently valuable and secret to afford an actual or
potential economic advantage over others.” [Section 39]
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NEGATIVE KNOW HOW: WHAT DOESN’T WORK
The classic example is WD-40
“WD-40” represents the 40th try by scientists in 1953 to
come up with a “water displacement” formula to use as a
rust-prevention solvent and degreaser in the aerospace
industry.

A patent [would] disclose the 40th experiment

No investment necessary for Experiments 1 to 39
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US LAWS PROTECTING PROPRIETARY INFORMATION
— Uniform Trade Secrets Act (UTSA)
— Restatement (Third) Unfair Competition
— Economic Espionage Act of 1996 18 USC Section 1831
et seq. (EEA)
— Computer Fraud and Abuse Act 18 USC Section 1030
et seq. (CFAA)

— State Laws Enforcing Confidential Information and
Trade Secret Agreements With Employees
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION (ITC)
TianRui Group Co. Ltd. v. US International Trade
Commission, 661 F.2d 1322 (Fed. Cir. 2011)
— Under Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, the ITC is
authorized to exclude imports when it finds “[u]nfair
methods of competition and unfair acts in the
importation of [those] articles.”
— Now US corporations can seek expedited relief from the
ITC without having to bring suit in a foreign jurisdiction.
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A SHORT PRIMER ON THE HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND OF US TRADE SECRET LAW
— Vickery v. Welch (1837)
— Peabody v. Norfolk (1868)
— Restatement of the Law of Torts: Section 757
• 6-Factor Litmus Test for Trade Secrets

— The Uniform Trade Secrets Act (1979-1985)
— U.S. Supreme Court Decisions:
• Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron (1974)

• Aronson v. Quick Point Pencil (1979)
• Ruckelshaus v. Montsanto (1984)
• Bonito Boats, Inc. v. Thunder Craft Boats, Inc. (1989)

— Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition (1995)
— Economic Espionage Act of 1996
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THE DEFEND TRADE SECRETS ACT OF 2016
The DTSA is the pinnacle of years of practice in Trade Secrets
Law

22 years on John Marshall Law School, Adjunct Faculty, John
Marshall Law School.
8 Years (and Earlier) Advocating a Private EEA Cause of
Action.
2008: Protection of U.S. Trade Secret Assets: Critical
Amendments to the Economic Espionage Act of 1996.
7 J. Marshall Rev. Intell. Prop. L. 656 (2008)

Revisited 2015: Protection of U.S. Trade Secret Assets: Critical
Amendments to the Economic Espionage Act of 1996.
14 J. Marshall Rev. Intell. Prop. L. 476 (2015)
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THE PASSAGE OF THE DTSA
A watershed event in intellectual property law
• The Senate passed the DTSA on April 11, 2016 (87-0).
• The House of Representatives passed the DTSA on April 27, 2016
(410-2).
• President Obama signed the bill into law on May 11, 2016.

Trade Secret Assets are no longer stepchild intellectual property
rights.
Trade Secrets are now on the same playing field as patents,
copyrights and trademarks.
There is no preemption.
Powerful trade secret protection tools—ex parte seizure provisions.
Fair and Balanced Protections for Defendants.
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TWO CRITICAL AMENDMENTS TO THE ECONOMIC
ESPIONAGE ACT OF 1996

18 USC Section 1836(b)(1) “Private Civil Actions”
“An owner of a trade secret that is misappropriated may
bring a civil action under this subsection if the trade secret
is related to a product or service used in, or intended for
use in, interstate or foreign commerce.”
18 USC Section 1836(b)(2) “Civil Seizure”
“Based on an affidavit or verified complaint…the court may,
upon ex parte application, but only in extraordinary
circumstances….
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THE DTSA EFFECTIVE DATE: MAY 11, 2016

“The amendments made to this section [Section 1836]
shall apply with respect to any misappropriation of a trade
secret [as defined in Section 1839] for which any act
occurs on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.”
No preemption: “The district courts of the United States
shall have original [not exclusive] jurisdiction of civil actions
brought under this section [Section 1836].
This chapter [Protection of Trade Secrets] shall not be
construed to preempt or displace any other remedies,
whether civil or criminal. [Section 1838]
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THE BIRTH OF EVERY PATENT IS A TRADE SECRET
The birth of every patent starts out as a trade secret.
Thereafter, a subsequent decision needs to be made to
determine whether or not to convert the trade secret asset
into a patent if “patentable”--NUN factors: new, useful
nonobvious
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PATENTS VS. TRADE SECRETS: THE BASICS
— Patents protect against even innocent infringers,
because no proof of copying is required. But patents
expire, and the applicant must disclose the invention to
the public. Trade secrets, on the other hand, can last
forever. However, trade secret law does not prevent a
competitor from reverse engineering the innovation or
from independently discovering the secret.
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TRADE SECRETS VERSUS PATENTS: THE NEW
CALCULUS

The life cycle of a patent asset versus the life cycle a trade
secret asset
Weakened patent protection: Supreme Court scorecard
Today—patents are more difficult to obtain and defend
Patents require a detailed disclosure to competitors
The Achilles Heel: The Failure to Take Reasonable
Measures to Protect Trade Secret Assets
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TRADE SECRETS: YOUR SECRET WEAPON UNDER
THE AIA
— 35 U.S.C. Section 273: Prior User Rights
— PUR protects the trade secret owner from patent
infringement claims
— The AIA recognizes that trade secret assets should be
on the same playing field as patent assets
— Major advancement for trade secrets
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TRADE SECRETS AND THE ELIMINATION OF THE
BEST MODE REQUIREMENT
Before the AIA, failure to disclose the “best mode” in the
patent application could be grounds for invalidating the
resulting patent and any alleged trade secret rights.

Now, the AIA changes this: patents cannot be invalidated
for failing to include the best mode.
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INDEPENDENT ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES DERIVED
FROM THE SECRECY OF TRADE SECRET ASSETS
Critical considerations:
— The ease or difficulty in detecting patent infringement
— The ease or difficulty in reverse engineering the “trade
secrets”
— “A trade secret once lost is lost forever”
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THE “CATCH-22” SITUATION
If you elect to prosecute a patent application under US
law—trade secret protection will be lost upon publication of
the patent application in 18 months [if filing foreign].

The risk also exists that the patent will be disallowed or the
patent protection will be too narrow.
Or worse yet--subject matter ineligibility under 35 U.S.C.
101 in view of recent decisions by the U.S. Supreme
Court, including Alice Corp., Myriad, and Mayo.
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THE AIA AND THE MARKET FOR PATENTS

“Prior to the AIA, a patent was a highly valuable asset
capable of attracting capital to startup new technology
companies. The deck was rearranged by the AIA to
radically favor infringers to the point that today, a
patent is a liability. Both inventors and investors now
associate a patent with high cost and high risk of even
higher cost. It provides no barrier to entry because
since eBay v. MercExchange it is no longer an
exclusive right.”

Paul Morinville IP Watchdog (September 10, 2016).
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AIA’S POST-GRANT PROCEEDINGS

Finnegan Blog—January 31, 2017 (reporting on December
2016 PTAB written decisions in PGR—instituted claims:
In the 60 Final Written Decisions issued by the Patent Trial
and Appeal Board in December, the Board cancelled 649
(83.10%) of the instituted claims and declined to cancel
124 (15.88%) of the instituted claims. Patent owners
conceded 8 (1.02%) instituted claims through motions to
amend or disclaimer.
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PATENTS VERSUS TRADE SECRETS: THE MISSING
PIECES –TRADE SECRET ASSET MANAGEMENT

Patent Departments are well developed and well financed
in U.S. Corporations
Patent Lawyers and Patent Agents are well trained and
skillful practitioners
Versus

The non-existence of Trade Secret Control Committees or
any substantive trade secret functions in [most] U.S.
companies.
No processes in place for the identification, classification,
protection and valuation of trade secret assets
23
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PARTNER LITIGATION CHICAGO
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Trade Secret and Patent Protection – AIA
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Disclaimer
This presentation solely expresses my views and should not be
attributed to Winston & Strawn LLP, its partners, or its clients.

The presentation does not take a position with respect to the
appropriate or likely outcome of any pending disputes with respect to
the interpretation of AIA.

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Advice Methodology
Pre-AIA
Advice

• Goal: Efficiency
Client Seeks
Advice

TS
Patents

Information

• Changes in the law that
potentially affect this
thinking

TS
?

Patents
?

AIA
Advice
© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP

– Highest economic value
by selecting which bucket
to put different “parts” of
the information
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• Decision can evolve over
time as project develops

Client Seeks Advice Based on Information

Pre-AIA
Advice

•
Information

•

Maintain
Confidentiality
Is it a Trade
Secret?

Grace period
triggered by preAIA 102 activity
including certain
secret activity

Yes

?

AIA
Advice

Information

•
•

Maintain
Confidentiality
Is it a Trade
Secret?

?

Grace period
triggered by AIA
102 activity
including certain
secret activity

Grace period
triggered by
“public
disclosure”
?

Hold as
confidential
information
© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Yes

Yes

Must make
decision by one
year date

Make decision by
one year date

Yes
Make decision by
one year date

Pre-AIA
Advice

Activity
Technology

• Advise – best practice: disclose under NDA
• Activity under 102 will trigger one year deadline
– Public use, printed publication, on-sale
• Interpreted over decades of case law
• Can require multifaceted test
• Includes some confidential activity

AIA
Advice

Activity
Technology

• Advise – best practice: disclose under NDA
• Activity that qualifies under AIA 102 triggers one year
deadline
• Public use, printed publication, on-sale, otherwise available to
the public

• Will each maintain same interpretation under Pre-AIA case law
© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Offer For Sale and Sale
• A person shall be entitled to a patent unless, under Pre-AIA § 102(b) and AIA
§ 102(a)(1), the claimed invention was “on sale” more than one year prior to
an application for a patent.
– Pre-AIA, “secret sales” constituted invalidating prior art
– An underlying policy – cannot capitalize “twice”: obtain commercial value from
trade secret and later obtain commercial value as patent
– Open question as to the precise definition of an invalidating offer for sale/sale
under AIA.
– The AIA added the clause “otherwise available to the public,” and regrouped
categories of prior art under § 102.
– The addition of the new clause has caused some to argue that “on sale” bar is not
triggered by secret sales.
– Arguments have also focused on the meaning of the term “disclosure” in AIA
102(b)(1)

• The USPTO and ABA-IPL have issued differing views on sale/offer for sale.

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Offer For Sale and Sale
• The Federal Circuit is set to answer this question in Helsinn v. Teva –
whether under the AIA “on sale” activity is limited to activity that is “available
to the public.” A decision is expected early to mid-2017.
– Teva argues that “the AIA’s text, structure, history, and purpose all confirm that a
product can be ‘on sale’ privately.” Arguments include:
• “Unlike other parts of §102(a)(1), the on-sale bar does not distinguish between ‘public’
and ‘private’ sales.”
• “Congress did not overturn the settled meaning of ‘on sale’ by adding an entirely new
catchall category of art ‘otherwise available to the public.’”

– Helsinn argues the opposite. Arguments include:
• “The statutory text, legislative history (as confirmed by committee reports and sponsor
statements from both houses), USPTO guidelines implementing the Act, and policies
underlying that major statutory revision establish that the AIA requires prior art to make
the claimed invention “available to the public.”

• Articles discuss this issue in detail and include an analysis of the legal impact
of certain statements in the congressional record.

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Other Prior Art Categories
• Outcome of Helsinn will likely affect the interpretation of public use, which
can include an evaluation of whether the activity was commercial
– Under pre-AIA, the general rule is to evaluate whether the use was accessible to
the public or commercially exploited
– If Helsinn is decided in favor of including confidential sales, it would imply the
same for public use.

• Outcome will also indicate the approach the courts will take with respect to
whether to follow pre-AIA case law for other prior art categories.

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Experimental Use: Pre-AIA Section 102(b)
• If a use or sale of an invention was an “experimental use,” it is not
barred under pre-AIA section 102(b).
• Experimental Use Doctrine
– Experimentation must be the primary purpose and any
commercial exploitation must be incidental.
• The courts have not addressed the issue.
• USPTO’s February 14, 2013 Federal Register Notices publishing the
final First Inventor To File rules and Examination Guidelines provides:
– Comment 12 questioned whether experimental use would
continue to apply.
– PTO: Under pre-AIA case law, experimental use negates a use
that would otherwise defeat patentability. Neither the AIA nor its
legislative history expressly addresses whether the experimental
use applies under AIA. The Office will address this issue when it
arises on the facts presented.
© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Is it Public – Consider Benefits and Consequences
Pre-AIA

AIA

Internal documents, confidential
information, or trade secrets, were relied
upon by patentee in litigation to move the
invention date behind asserted prior art.
No requirement that these activity be
public. (First Inventor)

AIA changes the issue to be about what’s
considered a disclosure under AIA 102(a)
(which depending on interpretation can
include confidential sales or offers for
sale) (First to File except if prior 102
activity within one year)

Defendants would run down both public
(e.g., conference presentations, public
use) and secret activity (e.g., section
102(g)(2)) of third parties to establish
invalidity case.

Left without reliance on internal
documentation (except if AIA 102 includes
confidential on-sale or public use activity)
under pre-AIA case law.

Patent applicants try to avoid risk of
forfeiting foreign rights and triggering oneyear grace period in U.S., which would
arise from public disclosure.

About the same, more towards publishing

Activity of the patentee more than one
year before their effective filing date would
be examined closely to see whether it
rose to the level of being considered prior
art under section 102.

Same, but public activity within one year
can establish earlier date for patent
application.

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Best Practice and Strategy
• Decide on IP strategy as early as possible and continue to
evaluate as the project and activity progresses
• Maintain good records of activity
• If already commenced with potentially “public” activity, docket a
safe deadline for U.S. patent application and file as soon as
possible
• Evaluate importance of foreign patent protection (Could use
non-publication request in U.S.)
• Use NDAs but if not an option, advise client with respect to
other ways under the case law that they can potentially avoid a
“public” disclosure under AIA and/or docket one year deadline
and evaluate as the deadline approaches.

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Grace Period v. Prior Art Effect – Asymmetry Promotes
Disclosure
• Understand dual nature of AIA 102 as prior art and “invention date.”
• Activity under 102(a) creates prior art that is applied to anticipation or
obviousness of later filed patent applications
• Activity under 102(a) also creates an “invention date” for your own
later filed patent application (filed within one year). (e.g., a published
article describing the invention can be “invention date” for your later
filed patent application.)
– The earlier invention date provides a one year grace period for the subject matter
this is disclosed, but not for additional subject matter that may have been
included in your later filed patent application.
– It is possible, then, that your patent application will not benefit from the grace
period if the claim subject matter (e.g., in claim 1) is not supported by the AIA 102
activity.
– Others may not be able to obtain a patent on that subject matter if your AIA 102
activity renders that subject matter obvious.

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Motivation to Disclose
• Motivation to disclose more information in a publication or other
publicly accessible activity
• In some instances, preventing others from getting a patent may be
more important to the company. A robust public disclosure can serve
to block or restrict the ability of competitors to seek patent protection
in the same space.
• The public action will create an opportunity for others to consider and file for
their own variations and beat you to filing for those non-obvious variations
– Creates risk that you will be boxed in by those filing around you

• Disclosing information is beneficial both with respect to grace period
and prior art effect

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Potential new use of Provisional Application
• Provisional application can have prior art effect under AIA
• Best practice for provisional application has been to draft applications
that meet Section 112 requirements – drafting a provisional as a
nonprovisional application
• Under AIA, a provisional application can be filed to operate as your
conception/invention document under pre-AIA; It also provides prior
art value against others while not being publicly accessible until later
when the nonprovisional is published or issues
• Can file more than one provisional application, e.g., later provisional
filing to address 112 further

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Best Mode – If You Hold Back – Risk/Reward
• Not subject to invalidity attack in D Crt and all PTO
proceedings, but statute still includes the best mode
requirement:
– Explain to client risk and benefit of waiting and best mode
requirement in general.
– If attorney is informed there is a “best mode,” do you have an
ethical obligation to disclose? This technicality is not clear, since
violation appears to be inconsequential.
– Holding as trade secret could affect strength of patent.

• Possible to get a second patent and extend patent coverage
beyond initial 20 years of first application (e.g., patent process
and then retain to use in process).

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Section 102(g)(2) Alternative
• Possibly replace section 102(g)(2) with patent application filing strategy, but
management of the process can be complex.
• Under AIA 102, a disclosure in a patent application has its filing date as the
effective prior art date against others.
• Can file a provisional application (maintains technology confidentiality).
• File nonprovisional application with nonpublication request (maintains
confidentiality).
• Regardless of how long nonprovisional stays pending, when it issues, the
description is prior art back to its filing date.
• Can file any type of document as a provisional application and later claim
priority and incorporate by reference into a nonprovisional application that
focuses on one invention in the provisional application; the entire disclosure
of the provisional will be prior art.
• Could do this for new platforms, for invention disclosures, etc.
• The point is more about creating prior art and replacing section 102(g)(2)
than offensive patent rights.

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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When and What to Disclose – Over Disclose Approach
• Over disclose (meaning disclose beyond core business-driven
concept into features or potential future variations or
combinations) –
– may be able to prevent others from boxing you into the
core idea.
– Prevent others from developing patents in the same space
• Risks –
– may not be able to capitalize on disclosure because
additional information is not well described or supported for
drafting claims, or is too early in the development process
– may not have resources to pursue different subject matter
in continuations
– Could have been able to keep some as a trade secret

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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When and What to Disclose – Under Disclose
Approach
• Under disclose – (meaning disclose core business-driven concept or
concepts that are sufficiently developed such as one's having welldeveloped enablement positions and having an understanding of the
business objective) – advantage – allows you to wait to better
understand/analyze the other invention(s) (not disclosed in
application):
– Benefit: Experience, development, implementation, and reduction to
commercial product gives inventors insight and clarity about uniqueness
and importance of invention (which strengthens later filed application).
– Benefit: Can potentially stack ideas in time sequence to extend
protection (subject to double patenting and validity issues from own or
third party prior art but benefits from AIA prior art exception for
commonly assigned prior art).
– Benefit: Selectively decide to maintain certain information as trade
secrets (e.g., incidental information that may not affect 112 or patenting
core concept)
– Risk: Possibly lose rush to patent office if you wait (may be less of a
concern if you have a large enough queue).
– Risk: May not meet requirement for prior user defense
© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Patent and Publish – Value to do Both
• Publishing can have prior art effect to others in foreign countries that
a patent application alone will not. In certain countries, such as
Europe, a pending (first-filed) application can only be used for
anticipation purposes against another patent application if the firstfiled application is not yet published at the time the second
application is filed.
– Publishing an article would allow the subject matter to be applied
for anticipation and obviousness.
• In the software field, should you also open source? Businesses such
as Red Hat are directed to obtaining commercial revenue from opensource software. A patent could cover the technology, but you could
also increase commercial value to also open-source the technology.
The open source approach could provide one source of commercial
value (e.g., licensing or related commercial licenses) and patent
licensing could provide another from those that do not use the open
source software. The open source publication create prior art effect
also.
© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Confidential Disclosures
• If technology is not published but disclosed under
confidentiality (NDA) risks are higher under AIA
• Counterparty can file for insubstantial variation and declare
that he or she invented something new (disclosure would not
be prior art and not likely “prior use”)
• Risk can be managed with contractual terms that:
• Require the Receiving Party to assign all rights, title and interest
in and to variations or improvement to the Disclosing Party
• Necessitate review of any patent filings prior to filing.
• Preclude patent filing on disclosed technology by the recepient.

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Derivation Proceedings
• Derivation proceedings are a trial-like proceeding conducted at the PTAB to
determine whether:
– (i) an inventor named in an earlier application derived the claimed invention from
an inventor named in the petitioner’s application, and
– (ii) the earlier application claiming such invention was filed without authorization.

• To initiate a derivation proceeding, a petitioner must file
– (1) their own patent application and
– (2) a petition within one year of the first publication of the other party’s claim to an
invention that is the same or substantially the same as the petitioner’s.

• The PTAB will institute proceedings if they determine the petition provides
substantial evidence that the claimed invention was derived from an inventor
named in the petitioner’s application.
– Since March 16, 2013, nine proceedings made available to public, no proceeding
has reached final decision, four are pending PTAB action (until either party’s
application is in condition for allowance but for this issue).
– Proceedings have been denied because, inter alia, petitioners failed to establish
conception of the invention.
• This highlights the importance of documenting research in lab notebooks, etc., to be able
to prove conception.
© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Prior User Rights
• Ideas arise close in time by different people trying to solve the
same problems.
– AIA rewards the first filer (or first “publisher”).
– The contemporaneous (within one year) developer who lost
the race to file or publish will face infringement, even
though he or she may have been ahead in conceiving and
making the product or system.
• Section 273 provides an infringement defense to the party that
was commercially using the claimed invention in the U.S. at
least one year before the effective filing date of the patent.
• Rarely used by defendants –
– Admits infringement if not all the requirements of the
defense are established by clear and convincing evidence.
• The defense is not equivalent to section 102(g)(2).
© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Prior User Rights
• Statute is explicit that the defense is available if the defendant used
the subject matter, a process, apparatus, composition, or article of
manufacture, patented by the plaintiff, before the effective filing date
of the patent.
• The defense applies to commercial uses; and
• Primarily the following non-commercial uses: (1) uses by nonprofit
entities, such as universities and hospitals, so long as the public is the
intended beneficiary of the use and any continuing use of the claimed
invention is for noncommercial use, and (2) use of a drug product subject
to a premarketing regulatory review period (such as an investigational
new drug (IND)) during that period.

• However, companies will likely press to broaden scope to be closer in
protection to section 102(g)(2).

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Prior User Rights: Things to Consider
• Limited value if someone uses a publication or public activity by you
to file patent applications on variations, improvements, or featureadded combinations.
– If the competitor can file shortly after your publication, there is a
good chance the one-year window required under the statute will
not be satisfied.
– A new industry can arise that will capitalize on this.
– Risk of under-disclosing can find the business potentially boxed
in from areas of natural expansion.
– However, if first publication is later, such as the publication of the
patent application, there is a better chance that there are prior
user rights arising from commercial use of subject matter that
was not included in the patent application.
• Loss of section 102(g) prior art defense; motivates to publish or file
patent application because prior use rights may not be a sufficient
solution.
© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Prior User Rights: Things to Consider
• There can be uncertainty about whether you are inside or
outside the one-year window.
– May need to estimate two years as a safe date; the one year is
based on filing date or public date, and the public date may be
difficult to determine from investigation. This depends on
whether “public or otherwise public” is broadly interpreted.

• Transferability is specifically addressed.
– Cannot be transferred as a separate and independent right.
– Can be transferred or assigned as part of the good-faith transfer
or assignment for other reasons of the entire enterprise or line of
business to which it relates.

• The defense is not available against a university or technology
transfer institution.

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Prior User Rights: Risks
• May meet the plaintiff's burden of proving infringement in the
attempt to establish defense
• Only protects the same use
• Must not have been abandoned
• May not dispose of all asserted claims
• If company is part of assignment/transfer, the right is limited to
site it was used.
• Failure to establish a reasonable basis for defense can cause
the case to be exceptional (e.g., treble damages, attorneys’
fees).

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Prior User Rights: Best Practices
• Important to maintain documentation of activity. Best practices
may include:
–
–
–
–

Policy to retain detailed records and documentation of invention
Maintain records to show ongoing continuous commercial use.
Laboratory notebooks
Document supplier or distributor activity as well.

• Statute explicitly states that commercial use includes non-profit
laboratory use and pre-marketing regulatory review.
• Despite expanding its reach by the AIA, the prior user rights
defense remains unpopular.
– There does not seem to have been an instance of a successful
defense on the merits.

© 2015 Winston & Strawn LLP
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Pejman Sharifi is a partner in Winston & Strawn LLP’s New York office who advises clients
on patent transactional, counseling, and litigation matters. Mr. Sharifi’s focus is in
representing clients in electrical, electromechanical, software, and business-method
technologies.

Mr. Sharifi’s experience in patent transactional matters includes representing clients in
protecting and prosecuting patent applications in the U.S. and abroad; managing patent
portfolios; counseling clients with respect to strategy; developing patent portfolio mining
programs; assisting with post-grant proceedings; developing patent application assets for
assertion or licensing programs; developing corporate patent programs; advising with
respect to patent eligibility and patentability; developing strategies for protecting software
and business-related inventions in the U.S. and abroad; advising with respect to design
patents; and assisting start-up enterprises in protecting core assets.
Mr. Sharifi’s experience in patent counseling matters includes providing invalidity and noninfringement opinions; developing patent clearance strategies; assessing and responding
to patent notification letters; evaluating intellectual property assets in the context of
assertion or investment; providing IP due diligence for transactions; identifying and
addressing core intellectual property issues in M&A transactions; drafting and negotiating
agreements or intellectual property terms; conducting diligence to identify patent assets for
acquisition; assisting clients with patent evaluation and acquisition; advising clients with
respect to changes in patent law; advising with respect to copyright or trade secret risks in
connection with reverse engineering or technology development programs.
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Patents: Rules Governing Grant of
Patents
Patent Eligibility under 35 USC s101:  Alice

 4 categories of eligible subject matter: new and useful Machines (Mouse
Trap), Articles of Manufacture (Hammer), Compositions of Matter
(Chemical), Processes (A method for stretching rubber by heating);
improvements thereof.
 Q: Whether subject matter for patenting is within one of these categories?

Prior Art under 35 USC s102:
 Q: Whether subject matter for patenting is already disclosed in the prior
art?
 What’s Prior Art? Existing body of knowledge in science & lit, used in
public.

Obviousness under 35 USC s103:
 Q: Whether subject matter for patenting is obvious in light of the prior art?
 Modifying something in a way that produces a predictable result =
Obvious
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Patents: America Invents Act
 America Invents Act, Created more ways to challenge
patents:
 Most notably: Inter-Partes Review (IPR):
 Approximately 70% of challenged patent claims have been
invalidated. Game changing to say the least.

 IPR is lower cost than federal court litigation, includes more ways
to challenge patents, resembles a mini-trial at the PTAB, over
shorter time; 1 – 1.5 years from filing of petition to decision.
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Patents: Inter-partes Review case law
 Patentees have claimed that too many patents are being
invalidated under the IPR, including the Broadest
Reasonable Interpretation (BRI) standards for construing
claims in light of submitted art.
 The IPR petitioner files a request with the Patent Trial and Appeal
Board (PTAB) to initiate the IPR challenge, using art as a basis.
 The PTAB considers the petition under the Broadest Reasonable
Interpretation (BRI) standard, i.e., whether the art is relevant to the
claims by interpreting the claims under their broadest reaz
interpretation.
 This is in contrast to the narrower standard the Federal district courts
apply to construe claims in infringement suits.
 Result: More IPRs are initiated since the BRI makes much more art
relevant.
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Patents: Cuozzo
 Cuozzo Speed Technologies LLC v. Lee
 Cuozzo is the first patentee to have its patent invalided under the IPR
 Cuozzo argued that the PTAB, in allowing the IPR to move forward,
exceeded its rule-making authority when instituting the BRI in review
of IPR petitions.
 SCOTUS unanimously held: No, the PTAB’s BRI standard is a
reasonable exercise of the USPTO’s authority that Congress
delegated to the US Patent and Trademark Office.




J. Breyer reasoned that the BRI benefits the public because it requires
that claims be drafted more narrowly and precisely; broad claims tie-up
technology
As to Cuozzo’s arguments that the different standards of review in the
USPTO and federal courts produced inconsistent results, J. Breyer
reasoned that the dual tracks for review have long been applied in
adjudication in patent claims.
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Patents: Cuozzo
 Cuozzo Speed Technologies LLC v. Lee
 SCOTUS considered whether the PTAB’s decision to initiate and IPR
was final and non-appealable to the federal circuit.
 SCOTUS held: The PTAB’s decision to initiate an IPR is final and nonappealable; to allow the overturning of the PTAB’s decision to initiate
an IPR would essentially serve to flip a switch and validate a patent
that the PTAB otherwise found to be invalid.
 SCOTUS stressed that their decision did not preclude opportunities to
appeal constitutional questions related to the IPR process, such
failure to provide sufficient notice.
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Patents:
 IPR not without risk to defendants: Patents that survive are
gold plated and patentees can clean-up claims. Also,
estoppel with respect to litigation (you get one bite at the
apple).
 In Canada, patent rights have been relatively stable, no
~America Invents Act, no strict high-court rulings like the
Alice case
 Across Europe, Unified Patent Court System
 Seeks to create an EU-wide patent court system. Patent appellate
rulings would be enforceable across the EU, including the UK.
 Critics say it will encourage forum shopping to more patent-friendly
local courts.
 A UPC may encourage more patenting across the EU.
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Patents: Post Alice regime continues
 Alice case considers what subject matter is patent eligible,
vs. what subject matter is not patentable because it’s in the
prior art and/or obvious in light of the prior art.
 In Alice, SCOTUS found that you can’t patent an abstract
idea. There has to be something more. Claim elements that
make it non-abstract, but that does not include using the
generic functionality of a computer.
 SCOTUS did not give us a definition of an abstract idea; little
guidance.
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Patents: Post Alice regime continues
 Decisions since Alice: What’s patent eligible? What’s an
abstract idea? How much detail do you need in a patent
claim?
 Decisions have been inconsistent, at best.
 Important factors:
 Preemption: If the claims are broad and would preempt fundamental
concepts
 Generic recitations, common functionality, non-specific limitations
 Mental Step Doctrine: What you’re claiming may be carried out in a
person’s mind or by a human with pencil and paper
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Patents: Post Alice regime continues
 Closer look at the cases in which court found claims patent
eligible
 Three factors that tended toward patent eligibility:
 Improving the functionality of the computer, overriding the routine
functionality of the computer
 Solving a computer problem or Internet-technology problem using nonroutine methods
 Recite a specific computer implementation or technical solution
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Patents: Post Alice regime continues
 Improving the functionality of the computer, overriding the
routine functionality of the computer
 DDR case: Patent claim directed to a hybrid web page overriding default
website navigation. Follow on mGage case.
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Patents: Post Alice regime continues
 Solving a computer problem or Internet-technology problem
using non-routine methods
 EnFish case: Self-referential table for a computer database, reduces
complexities in database table hierarchies
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Patents: Post Alice regime continues
 Recite a specific computer implementation or technical
solution
 McRo case: 3D animation. Combined specific rules defined in a
computer to render lip position and generated a sequence of
synchronized movements. BASCOM case. Amdocs case.
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Trade Secrets
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Trade Secrets
 Former Attorney General Eric Holder stated that “ [t]here are
only two categories of companies affected by trade-secret
theft: those that know they’ve been compromised and those
that don’t know yet.”

 Definition: Information, not generally known, that provides an
entity comp. biz adv that the entity takes reaz. efforts to keep
confidential
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Trade Secrets









WD40 – the formula
Uber – their log of collection and drop off points
Facebook – some of the personal data they hold
Amazon – certain aspects of their supply chain
Google/Alphabet – aspects of their search algorithm
Coca-Cola – the recipe for their syrup
Apple – their new product roadmap
KFC – their blend of 11 herbs and spices
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Trade Secrets
 In US, Trade Secrets have gained protection
 Defend Trade Secrets Act 2016, trade secret misappropriation now
available federal courts
 America Invents Act, expanded trade secrets based defenses
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Trade Secrets
 The Defend Trade Secrets Act (DTSA) of 2016 provides a
robust new tool to combat trade secret theft in an age of
ubiquitous connectivity that allows for easy transfer of digital
information.
 Creates a federal private civil cause of action for trade secret
misappropriation that allows an owner of a stolen trade secret to bring
a civil action
 Does not preempt existing state trade secret laws under the UTSA
 DTSA modified the Economic Espionage Act, could cover thefts
outside US.
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Trade Secrets: Defend Trade Secrets Act
thus far
 The DTSA has been used to address misappropriation of
software by former employees.
 R.R. Donnelley case: Software for generating custom
textbooks. Former software developer alleged to copy data
and source code
 Dazzle Software case: Pawn shop owner alleged to copy
data to storage
 Sonatype case: Contractors alleged to keep copies of
source code and joined a competitor founded by exSonatype CTO.
 Database cases: Mission Measurement, Rain King Software
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Trade Secrets: Defend Trade Secrets Act
thus far

 Don’t share it! Trade secrets are very difficult to control once
revealed. So, if the trade secret is vitally important, don’t
share.
 In early stage negotiation, to the extent possible, divulge publically
known information first.

 Reverse engineering is not Trade Secret misappropriation
 Notice: Review agreements, and the agreements of vendors,
to ensure Whistleblower notice.
 Some companies are opting not to include the Whistleblower
provision, thinking that the UTSA is enough for protection.

 EU Trade Secret Directive: Harmonizes TS protection across
the EU
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Trade Secrets: Prior User Rights Defense
America Invents Act expanded the prior user rights defense
to patent infringement to include all technology areas, not just
business methods
Protects third parties who can demonstrate that they were
commercially using the an invention for at least one year prior
to the filing date of a patent application covering the invention
Problems:





What are the consequences to admission of infringement?
Invalidity defenses may be preferable
High evidentiary standard. Exposes defendant to more discovery.
The defense remains unpopular
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Trade Secrets: ZeniMax case
 ZeniMax accused Oculus, a virtual reality headset maker, of
trade secret theft, trademark and copyright infringement and
asked a jury to award them the purchase price Facebook paid
for Oculus.

 ZeniMax claimed that John Carmack, former employee of
ZeniMax, and prior CEO of Oculus stole ZeniMax’s source
code that went into the headset. Carmark is also known for
authoring Doom.
 Jury awarded $500 million to ZeniMax, finding copyright
infringement, breach of non-disclosure agreement, and
trademark misappropriation, but not trade secret theft.
 ZeniMax may file for injunctive relief, which could affect
Oculus’s product position and adoption in this highly
competitive marketplace.
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